Manufacturing and Assembly Solutions
Double Coated Tapes
Double coated tapes are the most efficient way to replace metal fasteners or to hold, bond, mount, or splice.

TPP Strapping
Tensilized polypropylene (tpp) strapping tapes are available in varying colors and tensile strengths, along with non-staining and clean removal adhesives.
Labels, Marking, and Coding
These products are used for traceability, date coding, damage identification, hazardous materials, fragile items, tamper-proofing, and water-proof labeling.

Label Applicators and Dispensers
Our labeling solutions include case labeling, primary product labeling, and pallet labeling.
Inkjet Printers
High resolution inkjet printing gives you flexibility and allows you to reduce material and labor costs.

Shrink Film and Shrink Film Equipment
Protect products from dust and moisture. Shrink film won’t crush your product or cause any bending or distortion. Bundle products together for club store and other retail settings.
Polybags and Auto Baggers
Contain and kit parts for assembly and protect them from dirt, dust, and/or moisture.

Teflon/PTFE Tapes, Silicone Coated Fabrics, and Belting
For high temperature, non-stick solutions. They provide excellent balance of heat transfer, release and flexibility.
Carton Sealing Tape and Sealers

Capable of sealing overfilled, underfilled, small or large cartons, case sealers can quickly optimize your facility’s production. Random, uniform, semi-automatic, and automatic solutions are available.

For more information about manufacturing and assembly solutions, call or visit us online at www.tpcpackagingsolutions.com.
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